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Formal linear algebra associated to tangles is used to analyse both of the two-variable polynomial 
invariants of classical links that generalise the Jones polynomial. The polynomials are shown to 
be unchanged by a reversing manoeuvre, somewhat analogous to mutation, in the construction 
of satellites. Calculations for general two-bridge links illustrate the potency of the skein module 
approach. 
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1. Introduction 
Linear skein theory was first introduced by J.H. Conway for the consideration of 
the Alexander polynomial of classical links; the theory begins in [3]. A version of 
that theory applies in an elegant way to the more recently discovered polynomial 
invariants. This was explained in [9] for the P-polynomial, the first two-variable 
polynomial to generalise the Jones polynomial (see [4]). Here that linear skein 
theory is used to prove a new result about satellite links. A satellite of an oriented 
link L is formed by wrapping a solid torus containing a ‘model’ link around a 
component of L. In general a different satellite occurs if the orientation of that 
component and of the model are reversed. Here it is shown that the P-polynomials 
of the two satellites are the same. The effect of the satellite construction on the 
P-polynomial was first investigated in the computations of Morton and Short [ll], 
a question arising from that study was resolved in [8] using the same linear skein 
theory. 
The other two-variable polynomial to generalise the Jones polynomial is the 
F-polynomial of Kauffman [6] which is an amplification of the absolute Q-poly- 
nomial of [2]. It is here shown that the above result on satellites is equally true for 
this F-polynomial. Although the proof is along the same lines as before, a new 
version of linear skein theory, relevant to regular isotopy, is required. With that 
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theory established, it is first proved that the F-polynomial is invariant under muta- 
tion. That result is not unexpected; a proof is easy in this context. As the basic 
decomposition theory for classical links concerns 2-spheres meeting the link at four 
points and incompressible tori in the link’s complement [l], it seems correct that 
mutants and satellites should be considered at the same time. In the final section 
of the paper the F-polynomial is calculated for the general rational (2-bridge) link, 
the result being expressed as a product of matrices. That is intended not only as a 
tolerably useful result but also as a demonstration of the success of linear skein 
theory, for, by working formally with modules and linear maps (rather than with a 
vague philosophy that all is linear), the power of elementary linear algebra can be 
used. 
2. Oriented linear skein theory of the solid torus 
The first two-variable polynomial to generalise the Jones polynomial (see [4]) is 
a function 
P: {Oriented links} + Z[I*‘, m*‘]. 
It is defined by the statements that P(unknot) = 1, and that 
where L,, L_, and Lo are identical except near a point where they have positive, 
negative and vacuous crossings. This is explained at length in [9], where the relevant 
version of linear skein theory is expounded. There, a room R is a sub-3-manifold 
of S’ or R3 on the boundary of which is given a set of points marked ‘in’ or ‘out’. 
An inhabitant of R is a proper oriented l-dimensional sub-manifold of R that meets 
aR at the designated points in the given (‘in’ or ‘out’) direction, and the pre-skein 
of R is the set of isotopy classes relative to c?R of such inhabitants. The linear skein 
Z’(R) of R is the free module over Z[I*‘, m”] generated by the pre-skein of R 
modulo all relations of the form 
where s,, SK, and s,, are generators represented by inhabitants related in the usual 
way. In what follows a very simple example is considered in which the room is a 
solid torus, later to be embedded in a possibly knotted manner in R3, with the empty 
set marked on its boundary. 
Lemma 1. Let T be the standard solid torus in Iw’ defined by 
T={(x,y,z): 1~x2+y2~4,1ZI~1>. 
The module Z(T) is generated by (the classes of) the unknot in a small ball in T and 
links in which each component is standard (as in Fig. 1 for a component of winding 
number four) with some orientation, and all the components lie in mutually disjoint 
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Fig. 1. 
solid tori of the form 
{(x,y,z): 1~x2+y2d4,z,<z<z2}. 
Proof. Let L be an inhabitant of T and consider crossings defined via projection 
onto the (x,y)-plane. If L has n crossings, suppose inductively that the class of 
any inhabitant with fewer crossings is expressible as a linear combination of the 
above ‘generators’. Suppose that L represents [L] in di”( T). The inductive assumption 
implies that if L” is obtained from L by changing some of its crossings, then [L] 
is a linear combination of [L*] and the ‘generators’. Now choose base points 
b, > bz, . . . , b, one for each component of L, each being chosen to be as far as 
possible from the z-axis. Starting at b, , proceed along L changing crossings so that 
each is first encountered as an underpass, continue the process on the other com- 
ponents in order. The final (ascending) link is isotopic to one which has distinct 
components separated by horizontal planes, and each component is either the unknot 
in a small ball in T, or is standard as in Fig. 1 or the reflection of such a standard 
component in the horizontal plane. More crossing changes make this last possibility 
standard too. Thus [L] is expressible as a linear sum of ‘generators’ and the class 
of a set of unknots in disjoint balls. However if U is an unknot in a ball that is in 
T and disjoint from L, then [L u U] = -(I-’ + l)m-‘[ L], so that the presence of the 
unknots is not needed in the list of generators, except for when the generator consists 
of the unknot alone. The same technique removes superfluous unknots at the start 
of the induction when n = 0. 0 
Corollary. If L is an inhabitant of T, let pL be the inhabitant obtained by rotating L 
about the x-axis through angle n followed by the reversal of the orientation of L. Then 
p induces the identity map on Z(T). 
Proof. This p induces a well defined linear map and it is the identity on the above 
generators. i? 
The general structure theorems for classical knots usually begin with the ideas of 
companions and satellites. Let y be an oriented link in the standard solid torus T, 
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let L be an oriented link in S3 with a selected component c. Let e be an orientation 
preserving embedding of T onto a small tubular neighbourhood N of c, that maps 
a standard oriented longitude of T to that of N. The c-satellite of L with model y 
is the link (L - c) u ey. The next result says that if one forms the satellite by going 
around c in the other direction and reverses all directions of y, one obtains a link 
with the same P-polynomial. 
Theorem 2. Let c be a component of an oriented link L in R3, and let y be an oriented 
link in the standard solid torus T. Let L, be the c-satellite of L with model y, and let 
L2 be formed in exactly the same way after reversing the orientations of both c and y. 
Then P( L,) = P( L,). 
Proof. The function f :2( T)+Z[12’, m*‘], defined on classes of inhabitants by 
f [A] = P(( L - c) u eh) and extended by linearity, is a well defined linear map (see 
[9]). The map p of the above corollary induces the identity map so thatf[ph] =J’[h], 
and this is the required result. 0 
3. Unoriented linear skein theory 
Linear skein theory in the unoriented case is in some ways easier than the 
preceeding theory as no orientations occur on the l-dimensional submanifolds. The 
immediate purpose of linear skein theory is to give information and insight into 
known polynomial invariants of isotopy classes of links in R’; the links themselves 
may or may not be oriented. Of the recently defined polynomial invariants the only 
one that refers to an unoriented link L is the absolute polynomial Q(L) (see [2]). 
That is defined as an element of Z[x”] by two axioms: 
(i) Q(U) = 1, U being the unknot, 
(ii) Q(L+) + Q(L_) = x(Q(L,) + Q(L,)), the Li being related as in Fig. 2. 
The linear skein theory of the preceeding paragraph can then be repeated mutatis 
mutandis; all orientations are neglected, and the new module Y(R) is generated 
by the preskein of R module relators of the form (s++ s- - x(s,+ s,)). Then Lemma 
1 and Theorem 2 both translate immediately to this new situation; the latter gives 
the pleasing absolute result that the Q polynomial of a satellite is not effected by 
choice of component orientation in the formation of that satellite. If the room R is 
taken to be the ball with four specified points on its boundary then .2”‘(R) is seen 
to be generated by classes depicted in the three right hand diagrams of Fig. 2. Those 
Fig. 2. 
which is well defined on regular isotopy classes of links. Then, if w(L) denotes the 
algebraic sum of the crossings of an oriented link L (the ‘writhe’) with respect to 
p, F(L) is defined to be umh.lL’ .4 (1 LI) where 1 LI is L with its orientation forgotten. 
This F is well defined on ambient isotopy classes of oriented links. The axioms for 
A are 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
n(U) = 1, where U is a l-component link with no crossing with respect to p; 
4 (L-with-positive-kink) = a4 (L), A (L-with-negative-kink) = a-‘n( L), (see 
Fig. 3); 
I4 (L,) + n (L_) = x(.4 (L,,) + A (L,,)), the L, being unoriented links with pro- 
jections identical except near a point where they are as in Fig. 2. 
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generators are invariant under the angle 7~ rotations about the three (obvious) 
coordinate axes, and so those rotations induce the identity map on Z’(R). In the 
usual way this implies that the Q polynomial of a link is not changed by mutation 
of that link (see [9]). Thus the appropriate linear skein theory has shown that the 
absolute polynomial behaves reasonably well with respect to the basic decomposition 
phenomena of classical links, namely with respect to incompressible tori in the 
link’s complement and with respect to spheres that meet the link at four points 
(note that these lift to tori in the double branched cover). 
Along these lines it is now possible to pursue calculations of the Q polynomial. 
That however is somewhat inefficient because the Q polynomial has been expanded 
by the ‘writhing’ technique of L.H. Kauffman [6] to become a special case (when 
a = 1) of a polynomial invariant 
F: {Oriented links} + Z[a*‘, x”]. 
Kauffman defines this in the following way. Consider an oriented link L in oriented 
I!@, and let p be the standard projection of [w’ to the (x, y)-plane [w’. Not only is it 
assumed, as usual, that p/L has only transverse double points, but also that plL is 
an immersion. The latter condition implies that the tangent direction to L is never 
vertical in the sense of being parallel to the z-axis. A regular isotopy of L in [w’ is 
an ambient isotopy through embeddings with this property. This means that regularly 
isotopic embeddings are equivalent under a sequence of Reidemeister moves of 
types two and three with respect to the projection p; the move that straightens a 
kink with one crossing is not allowed. Kauffman defines a polynomial invariant (he 
uses L instead of _I) 
.4: {unoriented links}-+Z[a”,x*‘] 
El= 
L with -ve kink 
Fig. 3 
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The relevant (regular) linear skein theory for this polynomial is as follows: Let 
R be a sub-3-manifold of R3 with a finite set of points given in aR. The (regular) 
pre-skein of R is the set of regular isotopy classes of unoriented l-submanifolds of 
R that meet CIR in the given set. The associated linear skein Y(R) is the Z[a*‘, x*‘]- 
module generated by the pre-skein of R module relations of the form 
s-with-positive-kink = as, 
s++ s- = x(q)+ s,). 
s-with-negative-kink = am’s, 
Here, of course, all crossings are with respect to the fixed projection p, and the s, 
have projections identical except near a point where they are as in Fig. 2. This can 
now be used in the now familiar manner to analyse mutation: 
Theorem 3. If the oriented link L in [w” is a mutant of L’, then F(L) = F(L’). 
Proof. There is a 3-ball B in R3, with ?JB meeting L in four points, such that the 
pair (R3, L’) is obtained from (R3, L) by removing B, rotating through rr, changing 
all the orientations of B n L if necessary for compatibility, and reinserting (see [9] 
for details). As F is well defined on isotopy classes, it may be assumed, without 
changing F(L), that B is the unit ball in R’ and that the three possible rotations 
are about the three coordinate axes. It may also be assumed via isotopy that there 
are no crossings of the projection (with respect top) of part of B A L with L - (B n L). 
A rotation of B about one of the axes preserves the vertical direction if signs are 
neglected, so it induces a well defined bijection on regular isotopy classes of 
embeddings of l-manifolds in B. Thus the rotation induces a map on the pre-skein 
of B with the four points designated in ?JB which in turn induces a linear map from 
Y(B) to itself. However, using the usual induction on the number of crossings (see 
[9]), it is easy to see that Y(B) is generated by the three right-hand diagrams of 
Fig. 2; these are invariant under the three rotations, so the rotations induce the 
identity map on Zr( B). Consideration, of the linear map from Y(B) to Z[a*‘, x*‘] 
formed by evaluating the A polynomial of the link obtained by inserting (B, tangle) 
into (R3-B,(R"-B)nILI), h s ows at once that A(lLI) = A (IL’I). However w(L) = 
w(L’), so that F(L) = F(L’). q 
Now the result analogous to that of Theorem 2 will be deduced for F, attention 
being given to places where the proofs differ. 
Theorem 4. Let c be a component of an oriented link L in Iw3, and let y be an oriented 
link in the standard solid torus T. Let L, be the c-satellite of L with model y, and let 
L2 be formed in exactly the same way after reversing the orientations of both c and y. 
Then F( L,) = F( L2). 
Proof. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1, Y(T) is generated by the (now 
unoriented) links with standard components as there described. Note that when 
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constructing such a set of generators one may indulge in ambient isotopy, removing 
kinks at the cost of multiplying by a*‘. Similarly the map p, described in the corollary 
to Lemma 1, preserves up to sign the z-direction and induces the identity map on 
Y”(T). Now let e : TL, R3 be an orientation preserving embedding onto a tubular 
neighbourhood N of c. This can be chosen so that the derivative of e maps vertical 
tangent vectors to vertical tangent vectors, and maps the standard oriented longitude 
of T to the sum of the standard oriented longitude of N with m meridians for some 
integer m. This e induces a well defined bijection between the regular isotopy classes 
of links in T with those in N. Thus there is a linear map f: ,Ce'( T) + E[ai’, x”] 
defined on classes of links A in T by the formula f [A] = A l(L - c) u eh 1, and as p 
induces the identity map f [PA] = f [A]. This means that A (( L- c) u eh I= A I(L - c) u 
epA 1, and, because (L - c) u eh and (L - c) u eph have the same writhe, it follows 
that they have the same F-polynomial. Let T : T + T be a diffeomorphism that inserts 
(-m) full meridional twists in T; replacing y by ry gives the required result that 
F(L,)= F(L,). 0 
4. The F-polynomial of a rational link 
Present information concerning the F-polynomial is fairly limited: As already 
mentioned, the substitution a = 1 reduces F(L) to Q((LI) so that the values of F(L) 
are known when (a, x)=(1, *l) and when (a,x)=(l, +2); details are in [2]. 
Similarly making the substitution (a, x) = ( tp3j4, -( t-“4+ f”4)) reduces F(L) to the 
Jones polynomial V(L) (as explained in [7]) concerning which more evaluations 
[lo] and other information are known. Another evaluation, easy to prove, is that 
when (a, X) =(i, x), i*= -1, F(L) becomes (-l)C“L’p’ where L has C(L) com- 
ponents; this can be a useful check on calculations. Weight of computation makes 
manual calculation of F(L) arduous; computer calculations performed by M.B. 
Thistlewaite show F to be powerful but not infallible at distinguishing knots. The 
F-polynomial does not specialise to the Alexander polynomial. 
The aim of what follows is to produce a formula for the F-polynomial of the 
general rational (or 2-bridge) link. Thus that polynomial will be determined for 
what is perhaps the most accessible non-trivial class of knots and links; the procedure 
illustrates how linear skein theory can be used, employing to advantage elementary 
linear algebra, to gain specific results. The module 3?(B) will again be under 
consideration where B is the unit ball in R3 with the four points 2-“‘(*I, *l, 0) 
specified in dB. 
Let A,,, E Z’(B), for m E Z, be the element represented by the unoriented l- 
manifold of Fig. 4 (which has m crossings as shown when m is positive and /ml 
crossings in the opposite sense when m is negative); a representative of A, is also 
shown. Let T(c(l), c(2), . . . , c(n)) E Z”(B) be the element represented by the 
(rational) tangle shown in Fig. 5 in which the ith vignette contains a copy of the 
tangle of Fig. 4 representing A,(:,. 
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Fig. 4. 
n odd 
Fig. 5. 
Inserting this tangle into the ball of Fig. 6 produces the rational link L,,,y where 
~/q=-c(n)+l/c(n-l)+l/-c(n-2)+l/c(n-3)+~~~+l/(-l)“c(l). 
Note that the alternating sign convention differs from that of [3]. The following 
result determines F for a rational link immediately orientations are specified. 
Theorem 5. For the rational (2-bridge) link Lply, 
A(L,,,) z (1, 0, ())R/T”“p’S&f”2’p’S. . . MC’“‘-‘S(l, a-‘, d)’ 
Fig. 6. 
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where T denotes transposition, d = ~-‘(a + a-‘) - 1, 
M=[a -A !) and S=[i i $. 
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Proof. Application of the (regular) skein relations of Y(B) to one of the crossings 
of the diagram of A,,, shows that for all m E Z 
A, +A,_, = x(A,_, + urn-‘AK). 
Hence 
so that 
Use of this reduction formula in the first vignette of Fig. 5 gives 
i 
UC(~), c(2), . . . , c(n)) 
i i 
7-(c(2) - 1, c(3), . ‘. 7 c(n)) 
UC(~) - 1, c(2), . . . , c(n)) = MC(‘)-1 a”“‘T(C(3), c(4), . . .) c(n)) 
a”“T(c(2), c(3), . . . , c(n)) a7Yc(2), c(3), . * , c(n)) 1 
i 
7-(CO), c(3), . . , c(n) 
= M”‘)k’ 
s 7x42) - 1, c(3), . . . , c(n)) 3 
aC’2’T(c(3), c(4), . . .) c(n)) 1 
this being a set of three equations in the module .5?(B). The n-fold iteration of this 
formula, together with the correct interpretation of the final stage gives 
i 
T(c(l), c(2), . . ., c(n)) A, 
T(c(l)- 1, c(2), . . , c(n)) 
i 
= M”“‘-‘SM’““S. . . M”“‘m’S A, 
0 
. 
a”“T(c(2), c(3), . . . , c(n)) AO 
Figure 6 shows a ball in R3 together with two arcs properly embedded in its 
complement. Insertion of (B, tangle) into that ball followed by evaluation of the 
14-polynomial induces a linear map L?(B) + Z[u*‘, x”] which maps 
T(c(l), c(2), . . . , c(n)) to A(_&,,). Also it is easy to check that it maps A, to 1, 
A, to u-l and A, to d. Thus, the required result follows from the first row of the 
above matrix equation. 0 
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It seems desirable to have some non-trivial check on the result of Theorem 5 if 
it is ever to be useful, but even multiplying out 3 x 3 matrices with two-variable 
Laurent polynomial entries, without resort to electronic aids, needs some courage. 
The substitution ‘x = 1’ reduces the calculation to reasonable size (for a small number 
of crossings) and produces a reasonably interesting polynomial, in the variable a, 
which is not an obvious function of other named polynomials and elementary 
numerical invariants. Direct calculation from Theorem 5 gives 
and some confidence follows from the fact that both these results agree with the 
computer tabulations of M.B. Thistlethwaite (note that both polynomials are 1 when 
a = i). The knots L49,2o and L49,,3 correspond to the tangles T(-2,4, -2,2) and 
T(-3,3, -1,3). In [5] these two knots, there called C(2,3,1, -3, -2) and 
C(3,2, 1, -2, -3), are shown by T. Kanenobu to have the same Q-polynomial 
and the same Jones polynomial (note that each has determinant 49). As both those 
polynomials are contained in the F-polynomial, it is interesting to note that their 
F-polynomials are very different even when x = 1. 
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